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THE CORRELATION OF COCNITIVE
AND PSYCHOMOTOR TESTS

SUMMARY

A study was conducted to investigate the nexus of cognitive and psychomotor tests
which are frequently seen as taxonomically independent. A paper-and-pencil
multiple-aptitude test battery and a computer based psychomotor test battery were
administered to a sample of 354 Air Force recruits. The tests of the multiple-aptitude
battery were used to estimate psychometric g and to predict the psychomotor tests.
Cognitive multiple-aptitude tests were found to be related to psychomotor scores. The
multipie correlation of the cognitive tests and each psychomotor test as a criterion was
.50, corrected-for-range-restriction. The average correlation of the psychomotor tests
and psychometric g, corrected-for-range-restriction and unreliability, was .73. The
cognitive tests and the psychomotor tests were correlated and subjected to a principal
components analysis. The average g saturations of the psychomotor and cognitive tests
were .76 and .87 respectively. Confirmatory factor analyses disclosed hierarchical
general cognitive and general psychomotor factors, two lower order cognitive test factors
and three. lower order psychomotor factors. The most important practical implication
is that the higher order psychomotor factor needs to be studied to determine its role
in predictive validity. This could shape future development of applied psychomotor
tests.

INTRODUCTION

Most psychologists view cognitive and psychomotor abilities as two distinct and
independent categories (Fleishman & Quaintance, 1984, p. 162) although within each
category there may be several factors. Multiple-aptitude batteries, cognitive measures,
are frequently factored and among the factors reported are psychometric g, verbal,
quantitative, spatial, perceptual speed, and technical information (Jensen, 1980; Kass,
Mitchell, Grafton & Wing, 1983; Ree & Earles, 1991a; Skinner & Ree, 1987). Factor
analyses of computer administered elementary cognitive tasks (ECTs) showed factors
for psychometric g, working memory, reasoning, and reaction time (Carroll, 1991;
Kranzler & Jensen, 1991; Kyllonen & Christal, 1990). Psychomotor batteries have
yielded factors including control precision, multilimb coordination, reaction time, and
rate control (Fleishman, 1953, 1964, 1966) but no higher order factor like psychometric
g. Cronbach (1970) has stated that, unlike cognitive tests, there is no general
psychomotor factor. The dissimilarity of factor names from the different areas probably
represents different theoretical and taxonomic perspectives. It is possible that the same
constructs are being referred to by different names.

Several studies have shown both paper-and-pencil multiple-aptitude batteries and
batteries of ECTs administered by computer to be substantially saturated with a common

factor, psychometric g. For example, the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery
(ASVAB) has been shown to be heavily g saturated (Ree & Earles, 1991a) as have
other similar tests (Jensen, 1980; Earles & Ree, 1992a). Kranzler and Jensen (1991)
have shown that a large battery of ECTs predicts scores on Raven's (1966) Advanced
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Progressive Matrices, a test frequently acknowledged as a good marker of g (Jensen,
1987; Kranzler & Jensen, 1991; Neubauer, 1991). Kranzler and Jensen (1991) have
also shown that the ECTs predict scores on the Multidimensional Aptitude Battery
(Jackson, 1984), a test similar to the ASVAB, demonstrating the g saturation of ECTs.

Hunter (1980) demonstrated some commonality between paper-and-percil scores on
the General Aptitude Test Battery (GATB) and unrefined manual GATB psychomotor
scores. However, the GATB psychomotor tests appear substantially different than those
being developed and implemented today (Carretta, 1989). These new psychomotor
tests allow precise computer measurement and require manipulation of control sticks
rather than the simple manual dexterity required by the GATB psychomotor tests.
Given a battery of psychomotor tests and Cronbach's (1970) assertion it is appropriate
to ask if a higher order general psychomotor factor exists. Based on Hunter's (1980)
finding it is appropriate to ask if psychomotor tests measure g.

Although studies of the factor structure of cognitive tests (Ree, Mullins, Mathews,
& Massey, 1982), ECTs (Carroll, 1991) or psychomotor tests (Fleishman, 1964, 1966)
were available, no studies could be found which simultaneously investigated the factor
structure of cognitive and computer-based psychomotor tests. Additionally, no
investigations of a general psychomotor factor could be found. 'The purpose of this
study was to investigate the factor structure of a typical multiple-aptitude battery and
a typical group of computer-based psychomotor tests, estimate the g saturation of the
psychomotor tests and determine if a general psychomotor factor existed.

METHOD

Subjects

The subjects were 354 Air Force recruits with a median age of 21 years and were
mostly white (78%), male (86%) and high school graduate or better (99%). All subjects
were selected for Air Force enlistment, in large part, on the basis of their ASVAB
scores and educational achievement.

Measures

The ASVAB is a 10 test multiple-aptitude battey used by the U. S. military. It
measures psychometric g (Ree & Earles, 1991a) and factors found to be valid for
predicting a variety of criteria (Earles & Ree, 1992b; Ree & Earles, 1991b; Ree, Earles,
& Teachout, 1992). The tests include: General Science (GS), Arithmetic Reasoning
(AR), Word Knowledge (WK), Paragraph Comprehension (PC), Numerical Operations
(NO), Coding Speed (CS), Auto & Shop Information (AS), Mathematics Knowledge
(MK), Mechanical Comprehension (MC), and Electronics Information (El). The NO
and CS tests are speeded, all the others are power. Psychometric g was computed as
suggested by Ree and Earles (1991a).
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The psychomotor tests were from the Basic Attributes Test (BAT), a battery of
computer based tests validated for selection of candidates for pilot training (Carretta,
1989, 1990). The BAT was computer administered with a special alpha-numeric key
pad, a monochrome monitor and two control (joy) sticks. The first psychomotor test
was a rotary pursuit task called Two Hand Coordination, an example of Fleishman's
control precision (Fleishman & Quaintance, 1984). In this test the subject used right
and left hand control sticks to keep a circle on a representation of an airplane as it
moved in an ellipse on the computer monitor. The two scores computed were horizontal
tracking distance error (THH) and vertical tracking distance error (THV). Complex
Coordination, an example of multilimb coordination (Fleishman & Quaintance, 1984)
was the second psychomotor test. Using the right hand control stick, this compensatory
tracking task required the subject to keep a 1" cross centered on a dotted-line cross
which bisected the monitor horizontally and vertically. Simultaneously, using the left
hand control stick, the subject had to keep a 1" vertical bar horizontally centered at
the base of the monitor display. The 1" cross and the vertical bar were forced away
from center by a random function. The three scores for this test were horizontal
tracking distance error (CCH) ard vertical tracking distance error (CCV) for the 1"
cross and tracking distance error (CCR) for the I" vertical bar. The third psychomotor
test, Time Sharing, was identified with Fleishman & Quaintance's (1984) psychomotor
factors of reaction time and rate control. In the first 10 minutes, the subject was
required to keep randomly-moving cross-hairs on an airplane target using the right
hand control stick. In the next 6 minutes the subject had to repeat the tracking task
and had to cancel digits which appeared at random intervals and positions on the
monitor. Cancellation was timed and consisted of pressing the corresponding digit on
the numeric keypad. Tracking task difficulty was computer adjusted to maintain task
load equivalent across subjects. Smaller tracking errors caused the stick sensitivity to
increase and larger tracking errors caused it to decrease. The three scores on this test
were tracking difficulty on the task without digit cancellation (TSS), digit cancellation
reaction time (TSR), and tracking difficulty during digit cancellation (TSD).
Electro-mechanical versions of these psychomotor tests were used during the second
World War. These computer administered versions are analogues of the electro-mechanical
ones reported by Thorndike and Hagen (1959). A detailed description of the BAT was
provided by Carretta (1987). Correlations involving error and response time scores
were reflected so that good performances were always positively correlated.

Procedure

The ASVAB was administered as part of the operational enlistment qualification
procedures and the BAT was administered on the 11th day of basic military training.
The subjects were told that the BAT scores were being collected for experimental
purposes only and although given the opportunity to decline participation, none did.

Analyses included descriptive statistics, correlations, principal component analyses
and confirmatory factor analysis. The matrix of correlations of ASVAB and BAT tests
was corrected-for-range-restriction by the method of Lawley (1943) to the normative
sample (Maier & Sims, 1986; Ree & Wegner, 1990). Each psychomotor test score
was predicted by the set of 10 ASVAB tests as a measure of commonality with
cognitive ability. An unrotated principal components analysis (Hotelling, 1933a, 1933b)
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was conducted to estimate g loadings (Jensen, 1980; Ree & Earles, 1991a) of all the
tests. To determine if the first component were still g as in previous studies (Ree &
Earles, 1991a), coefficients of congruence (Burt, 1948) were computed between the
loadings for the cognitive tests estimated in the presence o.' the psychomotor tests and
the loadings for the cognitive tests estimated without the psychomotor tests in a different
sample. The loadings on the first unrotated principal component were divided by the
square roots of the test-retest reliabilities (Carretta, in press; Earles & Ree, in press)
of the tests (Jensen, 1980) to better estimate the true g loadings. All multiple and
single correlations were tested at p < .01 Type I error rate.

Several confirmatory factor analyses were conducted on the matrix of corrected
correlations to find a parsimonious model which fit the data well. The first was a
simple hierarchical residualized model suggested by the contcnW and administration
modes (paper-and-pencil versus computer) of the tests. It consisted of three factors:
psychometric g, a general psychomotor factor, and a paper-and-pencil versus computer
or administration method factor. A hierarchical residualized orthogonal seven factor
model with g, a general psychomotor factor, two paper-and-pencil factors suggested by
test content, and three psychomotor factors suggested by Fleishman's factors (Fleishman
& Quaintance, 1984) was tried. The final hierarchical residualized orthogonal model
had nine factors including g, a general psychomotor factor, tour paper-and-pencil factors
suggested by Kass, Mitchell, Grafton, & Wing (1983), and three psychomotor factors
suggested by Fleishman.

Several fit statistics including the Bentler-Bonett non-normed fit statistic (Bentler,
1989), X 2/12 (Marsh, Balla, & McDonald, 1988), the Tucker-Lewis fit index (Tucker
& Lewis, 1973) and the standardized residuals were evaluated to determine the best
fitting mod- l. Muili, Balla, and McDonald (1988) have shown that the Bentlcr-Bonett
index may be susceptible to sample size effects. They recommend evaluation of the
x 2/12 index, which tests the substantive model against a null model with as many
"factors as variables (the independence model), and the Tucker-Lewis TLI incremental
fit index to determine the most appropriate factor structure.

RESULTS

Computation of descriptive statistics of the ASVAB test3 showed that the sample
was range restricted. The average ASVAB test scores were about one half of a standard
deviation above the population mean (Table 1).

No population norms exist for the psychomotor tests. Table 2 shows the correlations
among the ASVAB and BAT tests both as observed and corrected-for-range-restriction.
Appendix A provides a brief explanation of the multivariate correction for range
restriction used in this study.
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Table 1. Means and Standard Deviations of the Variables

Standard
Variable Mean Deviation

General Science (GS) 53.99 7.09
Arithmetic Reasoning (AR) 55.19 6.53
Word Knowledge (WK) 54.53 4.64
Paragraph Comprehension (PC) 54.68 4.68
Numerical Operations (NO) 54.75 6.49
Coding Speed (CS) 54.37 6.77
Auto & Shop Information (AS) 53.40 8.48
Mathematics Knowledge (MK) 55.38 7.76
Mechanical Comprehension (MC) 54.97 7.84
Electronics Information (El) 53.02 8.41
Two Hand Coordination Horizontal Error (THH) 6963.81 3754.28
Two Hand Coordination Vertical Error (THV) 7846.74 3867,61
Complex Coordination Horizontal Error (CCH) 25914.74 18503.59
Complex Coordination Vertical Error (CCV) 25212.14 20383.90
Complex Coordination Rudder (CCR) 17673.07 17245.62
Time Sharing Response Time (TSR) 1184.18 316.04
Time Sharing Difficulty Without Digit Cancellation (TSS) 252.08 83.96
Time Sharing Difficulty With Digit Cancellation (TSD) 197.62 47.24
Note. The abbreviations presented after the variable are used in all tables.

Contrary to expectations from the literature, there were moderate correlations
observed between psychomotor and cognitive tests scores. The average corrected-
for-range-restriction correlation between cognitive test scores and psychomotor test
scores was .30. It should be noted that these correlations have not been corrected for
unreliability and measurement equivalence can not be ascertained from them. The
mechanical comprehension test had the highest average correlation with the psychomotor
scores at .44; while coding speed had the lowest correlation at .15. Among the
psychomotor tests the time sharing test provided scores which were the most and least
correlated with the cognitive tests. TSR, time sharing response time, was the most
correlated at .41 and TSD, time sharing difficulty with digit cancellation, the least at
.22.

Table 3 presents the results of the commonality analyses of the psychomotor tests.
Commonality was estimated by regressing each psychomotor test score on the 10
paper-and-pencil cognitive tests. All correlations were statistically significant.
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Table 3. Correlations of Psychomotor Tests with Cognitive Tests aind g

Test R Rr rg rg, rgrc

THH .397 .500 .306 .531 .783
THV .372 .467 .280 .494 .700
CCH .402 .458 .284 .500 .745
CCV .456 .546 .344 .581 .959
CCR .363 .532 .288 .506 .834
TSR .333 .532 .301 .525 .601
TSS .467 .507 .331 .565 .642
TSD .429 .470 .296 .517 .607
Note. R is the multiple correlation between the psychomotor test and the cognitive
tests, Rc is R corrected-for-range-restriction. rg is the correlation of g and the
psychomotor test, rgc is rg corrected-for-range-restriction, and rgfc is rg corrected
for both range restriction and unreliability. All correlations significant at p < .01
Type I error rate.

The average multiple correlation of psychomotor test scores predicted by
paper-and-pencil test scores was .40. Corrected-for-range-restriction the average multiple
correlation (Rc) was .50. Table 3 also shows the correlation of the psychomotor test
scores and psychometric g. The average observed correlation (rg) was .30 and all
correlations were statistically significant. These correlations were corrected-for-range-
restriction (rgc) and for the unreliability of both the psychomotor tests and the estimates
of g. The average fully corrected correlation (rgfc) was .73.1

An unrotated principal components analysis was conducted on the matrix of cognitive
and psychomotor test correlations corrected-for-range-restriction. The results (Table 4)
revealed a substantial first component, about 46% of the variance, with all the cognitive
tests loaded positively, indicating that the component was probably an estimate of
psychometric g. Additionally, each of the psychomotor tests had positive loadings on
the first component.

To determine if the first unrotated principal component were still a measure of g
with the inclusion of the psychomotor tests, a comparison of the g loadings of the
ASVAB tests was made with loadings from a previous analysis using only the ASVAB.
If the loadings changed proportionally, that is only with regard to scale, then the factor
estimated is, in practice, the same. In general the loadings of the ASVAB were
proportional in both data sets with an approximately -.10 scaling factor. The coefficient

1A meta analysis of these correlations could have disclosed if their variance was the result of real differences or
the result of sampling. A meta analysis was not performed because no acceptable estimate of the expected
sampling variance, of the correlations in Table 3 could be made as the same sample was used for all correlations
(Hunter & Schmidt, 1990).
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of congruence between the two sets of loadings was .99, indicative of great similarity
and further substantiation that the first principal component was g.

Table 4. Loadings of the Tests on Psychometric g Based
on First Unrotated Principal Component

Corrected
Test g loading g loading

GS .8517 .9522
AR .8467 .9077
WK .8192 .8782
PC .7371 .9005
NO .6759 .7966
CS .5697 .6493
AS .7276 .8035
MK .7886 .8605
MC .8273 .9428
El .8255 .9797
THH .5854 .8631
THV .5596 .7615
CCH .4778 .6826
CCV .5843 .9239
CCR .5258 .8313
TSR .6187 .7734
TSS .5720 .6241
TSD .5341 .6009
Note. The loadings in column 2 have been corrected for the unreliability
of the tests

The g loadings for the psychomotor tests were lower than those for the cognitive
tests. These lower loadings were due in part to the lower reliability of the psychomotor
tests. When the loadings were divided by the square roots of the reliabilities of the
measures, they became more alike. The range of g loadings was similar for both
types of test,. Tbe average corrected g loading was .87 for the cognitive tests and
.76 for the psychomotor tests.

The electronics information test showed the highest g loading, .97, among the
paper-and-pencil cognitive tests, and complex coordination vertical tracking distance
error showed the highest g loading, .92, among the psychomotor tests. TSD, the time
sharing difficulty with digit cancellation test, showed the lowest g loading, .60, and
coding speed, a paper-and-pencil cognitive test, the second lowest at .64. That the
two most highly g loaded tests were not verbal and quantitative measures as typically
believed is an example of Spearman's "indifference of the indicator" (Spearman, 1927).
Jensen (1992) discusses the g loading of tests and the indifference of the indicator in
detail. It is inappropriate to judge what factors a test measures by its appearance.
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The three confirmatory factor analytic models with 3, 7, and 9 factors were
estimated. The 3 factor model showed a poor fit to the data as demonstrated by its
failure to reach convergence. The factors of g, paper-and-pencil tests, and computer
tests were inadequate. The 7 and 9 factor models fit equally well as indicated by the
Bentler-Bonett non-normed fit indexes both of which were greater than .99. The X2/12
indexes were .99 for both the 7 and 9 factor models showing that each model was a
better fit than the null or independence model and that each was a good fit to the
data. The TLI incremental fit index was .046 showing no better fit for the 9 factor
model than for the 7 factor model. Additionally, the standardized residuals for the 7
and 9 factor models were quite similar. On the basis of the fit statistics, the similarity
of the standardized residuals, and parsimony, the 7 factor model was selected as
appropriate. The model with 4 lower order paper-and-pencil factors fit no better than
the model with only 2 paper-and-pencil factors. Figure 1 shows the structure of the
model and Table 5 shows the factor loadings. All factors are orthogonal and residualized.

Figure 1. Structural Model of Test Performance from Confratory Factory Analysis.
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Table 5. Loadings of the Confirmatory Factor Analysis

Factor

Test g PM NT V/T TH CC TS

GS .771 .175 .432
AR .897 .219
WK .690 .379 .498
PC .643 .409 .363
NO .570 .634
CS .443 .658
AS .768 .371
MK .848 .264
MC .864 .188
El .796 .391

THH .499 .459 .696
THV .465 .507 .671
CCH .420 .505 .462
CCV .531 .399 .053 .477
CCR .455 .368 .440
TSR .550 .220 .281
TSS .468 .663 .389
TSD .416 .648 .562
Note. Factors: g is psychometric g, PM is higher order psychomotor, NT is non-technical, V/F is verbal
technical, TH is two hand psychomotor, CC is complex coordination psychomotor, and TS is time sharing.
g and PM are higher order factors and the others are residualized lower order factors. All are orthogonal.
Loading presented are those estimated in the structural equations, all others are essentially zero.

The factors were psychometric g, a higher order general psychomotor factor (PM),
verbal-technical factor (V/T), a non-technical general knowledge factor (NT), a two
hand coordination factor (TI), a complex coordination factor (CC) and a time sharing
factor (TS). The proportions of the variance attributable to the higher order factors
were, 57% for g and 9% for general psychomotor. Among the residualized lower
order factors non-technical accounted for 10%; verbal-technical 8%; two hand
coordination, 7%, complex coordination, 5%, and time sharing, 4%.

DISCUSSION

The finding that psychomotor tests and cognitive tests had correlated scores was
contrary to the expectancy derived from the literature, especially the work of Fleishman
and associates (Fleishman, 1953, 1964, 1966, 1972; Fleishman & Quaintance, 1984).
It is easy to understand how cognitive tests and psychomotor tests could be seen to
be relatively independent by inspection of the uncorrected correlations in Table 2.
However, the corrected correlations showed that the two types of measures were not
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independent. The correlations between cognitive and psychomotor tests may be due
to the requirement to reason (the foundation of g) while taking the tests. That
mechanical comprehension showed the highest ave.ýrage correlation with psychomotor
tests and coding speed the lowest, was probably due to the disparity in reasoning
required by these two paper-and-pencil cognitive tests. Mechanical comprehension
requires complex reasoning, as do the psychomotor tests, while coding speed requires
virtually no reasoning. Further, it is interesting to note that the arithmetic reasoning
test, which the confirmatory factor analysis showed as having a greater g saturation
than mechanical comprehension, did not correlate, on average, as strongly with the
psychomotor tests. This may be due to the greater specific saturation of arithmetic
reasoning by the NT factor. Mechanical comprehension was nearly as g saturated but
was less saturated by a specific factor, V/T. Time sharing test scores TSR and TSD
were the most, .53, and least, .47, predictable by the cognitive test battery. Time
sharing reaction time and task difficulty with digit canceling were collected simultaneously
and the differences in predictability between them may be due to the requirement to
split attentional resources between the primary (task difficulty) and secondary (reaction
time) task. The time sharing test without the secondary task (TSS) showed an average
correlation corrected-for-range-restriction with the paper-and-pencil test scores of .50,
greater than when attention was shared with a secondary task.

The finding that psychomotor tests were g loaded was generally unexpected. Given
the importance and use of g measures in selection (Hunter & Hunter, 1984; Thorndike,
1985; Ree & Earles, 1991b; Ree, Earles, & Teachout, 1992) the implication of this
finding is that the incremental predictive validity of psychomotor tests will be a function
of the unique variance of psychomotor skills in the criterion. This is because the g
component of psychomotor tests is not independent of the g component of
paper-and-pencil tests and other predictors (Hunter & Hunter, 1984). Ree and Earles
(1992) have discussed the efficacy of psychomotor tests for the prediction of pilot
performance.

Contrary to Cronbach's (1970) assertion, the confirmatory factor analysis showed
a general (higher order) psychomotor factor. As in cognitive tests, this factor might
be the source of validity, as might the three lower order psychomotor factors or some
combination of higher and lower order factors. The validity of these factors could be
important in the development of alternate psychomotor test forms. If the main predictive
portion of the psychomotor tests were the higher order factor (PM), then most aggregations
of psychomotor tests could be expected to provide a measure of PM. This would
facilitate building alternate formrs. If however, the validity were a consequence of
only the specific psychomotor factors as implied by Fleishman and Quaintance (1984)
then the development of alternate forms would be more difficult as new measures of
the specific lower order factors were sought. The validity of the general and specific
psychomotor factors must be studied in the same manner (Ree & Earles, 1991b) as
the validity of paper-and-pencil test factors to understand their role in prediction.

In contrast to common belief, it was found that both the paper-and-pencil and
psychomotor tests measured the g factor and that there was a higher psychomotor
factor. This information is important for future test development and serves as a guide
for both research and development and operational testing.
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APPENDIX A

Notes on the Correction for Range Restriction and
Its Application to the Issue at Hand
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The correlation coefficient is a measure of association and was developed in its
current form by Karl Pearson. He built upon the work of Sir Francis Galton who
conceived of the idea and on the mathematical formulations of the product-moment of
the Austrian mathematician, Bravis. Pearson recognized early on that the sample
correlation was a downward biased estimator of the population parameter. Perhaps
more importantly he observed that computation of the correlation coefficient in samples
which were censured in such a way as to reduce variance in one or both of the
variables would seriously downwardly bias the population estimates. He set out a
.heorem making the assumptions of normality, linearity of form and equality of error
variance to show how the correlation coefficients could be adjusted or corrected for
the downward bias caused by the censuring. Two of these assumptions are those of
linear regression (linearity and equal error variance). This technique has become
popularly known as the correction for range restriction. Although Pearson worked out
the specific case for two variables at the turn of the century, it was not until 1943
that the English mathematician, Lawley worked out the general case which allows for
correction of a number of variables simultaneously, the multivariate correction. Lawley
found that the assumption of normality was not needed and that only the two assumptions
of linear regression were required. If these two assumptions are not met and the
correction can not be made, neither can a linear regression be computed nor can a
Pearson product-moment correlation be computed. Assuming that a correlation coefficient
can be computed is identical to assuming that the conditions for the correction have
been met. That is, if you meet all the assumptions for the correlation you meet all
the assumptions for the correction for range restriction.

A question that has arisen in discussions is how does the multivariate correction
work? This is especially perplexing in cases where no population information is
available on some of the variables. Lawley (1943) provides a proven theorem. Most
frequently matrix algebra notation is used to demonstrate the proof although Lawley
derived it through the mathematics of moment generation.

The following is taken from Jackson and Ree (1990) and is based on Birnbaum,

Paulson, and Andrews (1950).

Assumption 1: (Linearity) For each j the true regression of Yj on X is linear.

Assumption 2: (Equality of Error Variance). The conditional variance-covariance
matrix of Y given X does not depend on X.

Theorem: Under assumptions 1 and 2

Wpn-p= Wp'p Vp'p-I Vpn- and

Wn-pG-p= Vn-pn-p " Vn3p'p (Vp'p-1 " Vp'p- Wp'p Vp, p-) Vp,n-p

where W,~pO is the variance-covariance matrix of variables in the unrestricted sample
for which no estimates are yet available. Wp,p is the variance-covariance matrix of
variables in the unrestricted sample for which estimates are available. Vpp is the
variance-covariance matrix of variables in the restricted sample and includes the same
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variables as Wp,p. Vp, n-p is a variance-covariance matrix in the restricted sample and
includes the same variables as Wp~n-p but from the restricted sample. Wn.p,,,.p is the
estimated (corrected) variance-covariance matrix of variables for which there were no
unrestricted sample estimates. Vn-p,a-p is the analogous matrix in the restricted sample
for which estimates were available.

This can be more easily shown as block diagrams with the first being for the
estimates in the restricted sample and the second for the unrestricted sample. Each
represents a variance-covariance matrix (or a standardized variance-covariance matrix,
a correlation matrix).

Block 1 Variance-covariance matrix from a restricted samplc.

Vp,P Vn.p,p
Vp,n-p Vn-p,n-p

Block 2 Variance-covariance matrix from an unrestricted sample.

Wp,p Wn-p,p

Wp,n-p Wn-p,n-p

All the variances and covariances are known for the Vs. Only Wp,p is known in Block
2 but given the theorem and the equations, Wp,n-p and W,,p,,-p can be estimated. Wn-p,p

is identical to Wp,..p with rows and columns transposed. Said differently, knowledge
of some of the variables in the unrestricted sample (Wp,p) and all in the restricted
sample (all the Vs) coupled with the two equations of the theorem allows all the
variances (the remaining Ws) to be estimated in the unrestricted sample. This explains
how negative correlations in the restricted sample can be positive in the unrestricted
sample. It follows from the laws and consequences of matrix multiplication. Consider
a negative correlation in Vp,p but positive in Wp,p. The theorem above shows that
Wpp will multiply the Vs and correct the Vs This will also occur in the second
equation. A sample matrix using the same notation is provided as Table 1. Finally,
it is important to note that the multivariate correction is not equivalent to a series
of bivariate corrections.

By way of concrete example assume that variables a and b are aptitude tests and
e and d are psychomotor tests. In matrix V there is information about all the
correlations in the restricted sample. These we believe to be severely downwardly
biased estimators and we would be better off with the Ws. The only information we
start with in matrix W is for the two aptitude tests. This information is found in
Wp,p. Applying the two equation from the theorem we can solve for the missing parts
of W-- Wp, .p and W,.p,,.p. W,-p,p is solved for when we solve for Wp,a.p because it
is the transpose of Wp,,.p. Applying the two equations gives all unknown parts of the
matrix. The interested reader is directed to Birnbaum et al. for a numerical example.
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Table A-1. Variance-Covariance (or Correlation) Matrices
Using Birnbaum et al. Notation

The restricted matrix.
p,p n-p,p
r,,2 rab rac rad

V= rba rbb rbc rbd
p,n-p n-p,n-p
rca rcb rcc rcd
rda rdb rdc rdd

The unrestricted matrix.
p,p n-p,p
raa rab rac rad

W= rIa rbb rbe rbd

p,n-p n-p,n-p
rea rcb rc rcd

rds rdb rdc rdd
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The correlat.on coefficient is a measure of association and was developed in its
current form by Karl Pearson. He built upon the work of Sir Francis Galton who
conceived of the idea and on the mathematical formulations of the product-moment of
the Austrian mathematician, Bravis. Pearson recognized early on that the sample
correlation was a downward biased estimator of the population parameter. Perhaps
more importantly he observed that computation of the correlation coefficient in samples
which were censured in such a way as to reduce variance in one or both of the
variables would seriously downwardly bias the population estimates. He set out a
theorem making the assumptions of normality, linearity of form and equality of error
variance to show how the correlation coefficients could be adjusted or corrected for
the downward bias caused by the censuring. Two of these assumptions are those of
linear regression (linearity and equal error variance). This technique has become
popularly known as the corTection for range restriction. Although Pearson worked out
the specific case for two variables at the turn of the century, it was not until 1943
that the English mathematician, Lawley worked out the general case which allows for
correction of a number of variables simultaneously, the multivariate correction. Lawley
found that the assumption of normality was not needed and that only the two assumptions
of linear regression were required. If these two assumptions are not met and the
correction can not be made, neither can a linear regression be computed nor can a
Pearson product-moment correlation be computed. Assuming that a correlation coefficient
can be computed is identical to assuming that the conditions for the correction have
been met. That is, if you meet all the assumptions for the correlation you meet all
the assumptions for the correction for range restriction.

A question that has arisen in discussions is how does the multivariate correction
work? This is especially perplexing in cases where no population information is
available on some of the variables. Lawley (1943) provides a proven theorem. Most
frequently matrix algebra notation is used to demonstrate the proof although Lawley
derived it through the mathematics of moment generation.

The following is taken from Jackson and Ree (1990) and is based on Birnbaurn,
Paulson, and Andrews (1950).

Assumption 1: (Linearity) For each j the true regresr:on of Y, on X is linear.

Assumption 2: (Equality of Error Variancc). The conditional variance-covariaiicc
matrix of Y given X does not depend on X.

Theorem: Under assumptions 1 and 2

Wp,n-p .= W ,p- V, Vp,n.p and

Wn-p'n-p Vn-p,n.p - Vn.pp (p.p " Vp'p WpIp Vpp) VpN,

where Wp,n.p is the variance-covariance matrix of variables in the unrestricted sample
for which no estimates are yet available. Wpr is the variance-covariance matrix of
variables in the unrestricted sample for which estimates are available. Vp.,, is the
variance-covariance matrix of variables in the restricted sample and includes the same
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Table A-1. Variance-Covariance (or Correlation) Matrices
Using Birnbaum et al. Notation

The restricted matrix.
p,p n-p,p
r., rab rac rad

V= rba rbb rbc rbd

p,n-p n-p,n-p
rca rob rcc red

rda rdb rdc rdd

The unrestricted matrix.
p,p n-p,p
raa ra rac rad

W= rba rbb rbc rbd

p,n-p n-p,n-p
rca reb r., rcd

rda rdb rdc rdd
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